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Notes on Translation and Transliteration
All translations from Arabic and Russian are mine unless indicated otherwise 
or quoted from a published translation. For quotations from the Qur’an I use 
the English translation by Abdullah Yusuf Ali completed in 1937.

I use the names of Daghestani intellectuals as they are mainly known in 
the historiography, i.e., mainly as Russian or Russi ied names. Additionally, at 
their irst appearance in the text, I also mention the Arabic version of their 
names with which they signed their articles in the Arabic language newspapers 
or where mentioned by their contemporaries’ Arabic language texts (e.g. ‘Ali 
Kaiaev [‘Alī al-Ghumūqī]). 

Transliterations from the Arabic and Cyrillic alphabets adhere to the 
following charts, except for names and words widely known in English by other 
spellings.

1 The Holy Qur’an. Translated by Abdullah Yusuf Ali and edited by Tom Grif ith. Wordsworth 
Editions Limited, 2000.
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From Arabic and Turkic

’ ء ṣ ص u/v و

b ب ḍ ض y ی

t ت ṭ ط ā آ

th ث ẓ ظ ī ی

j ث ‘ ع ū و

ḥ ح gh غ a َ

kh خ f ف i ِ

d د q ق u ُ

dh ذ k ک p پ

r ر l ل ch چ

z ز m م zh ژ

s س n ن g گ

sh ش h ه

From Cyrillic

а a м m ч ch

б b н n ш sh

в v о o щ shch

г g п p ъ “

д d р r ы y

е,ё e с s ь ‘

ж zh т t э e

з z у u ю iu

и, й i ф f я ia

к k х kh

л l ц ts


